FLOORX
Creating smart spaces

SMART SENIOR LIVING

Monitor behavior and protect residents at Senior care facilities.

Caring for seniors in assisted living situations is a balancing act.
Providing healthcare and support when needed; allowing room for
individual freedom when possible.
How do you have your staff in the right places at the right times doing
the right things?

FLOORX
Creating smart spaces
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Senior care facilities
Monitoring and Analysis
Skilled staff can’t be everywhere at once. But with 340/380 sensors per square yard/meter,
seamlessly embedded in flooring or other surfaces, a full floor solution from FloorX can
monitor all your residents and alert you to situations requiring attention. Over time, predictive
behavioral patterns develop from historical data. Near real-time data can deploy staff where
they are needed before a situation escalates to a problem. That minimizes patient risk and
optimizes staff time.

Optimizing staff time while improving patient interactions
Healthcare providers strive to provide a safe, nurturing and comfortable environment for
seniors in their care. The amount of care that each patient needs varies and some are far more
independent than others.

Staffing requirements and monitoring limitations often dictate how skilled staff spend their
time. FloorX changes that with a non-invasive, invisible system that monitors movement and
if possible identify these through unique characteristics. The customizable and easy-to-read
dashboard can provide insights into an entire group of residents with one view.

Mats or Full Floors?
Mats
- Easy installation
- Enhanced monitoring at all access points
- Integration with other IoT/building management systems
- Customized notifications
Full Floors
- Easy installation, no connected individual tiles or strips
- Seamless tracking of people throughout a floor/area/or entire building
- Historical database information can inform future behavior and staffing needs
- Monitoring of interactions between caregivers and residents

Benefits
- Historical tracking helps predict resident future behavior
- Measure activity through the day
- Easy handoff from shift to shift with simple reporting tool
- Can integrates with safety and security systems already in place
- Continuous monitoring and alert reporting
- Deep data analytics inform better staffing decisions for optimum effectiveness of
patient care or cost reduction

Features
- Near real time monitoring
- Customizable alerts/notifications
- Tracks presence and movement
- Entry/exit/intrusion monitoring
- Dashboard reporting
- Get alerts if unusual or suspicious activity occurs
- Customize interactions and notifications

Technology

The Wanderer Scenario
Keeping track of residents is everybody’s job and it takes everybody to do it.

In the early stages of dementia, residents are often wanderers. In a full-floor configuration,
connected to the facility’s video cameras, FloorX can track resident’s movements and let you
know where they are at all times. There may be no reason that they can’t leave their room
to go to the coffee bar or the shared area. But what if they stop moving? Or have fallen? Or
have left the building? Near real-time alerts keep them in your sights even when you aren’t
watching.

Our fundamentally different sensor
technology is made of the most wearresistant engineered polymer embedded in a spun bond non-woven
material. The pressure sensitive
underlayment created has 340/380 or
more sensing points per square
yard/meter.
Sensors measure a foot’s width,
length, stride and pressure, creating
an 3D footprint which enables us to
follow individuals over large surfaces.
Without requiring a daisy chain or
connecting individual strips or tiles,
we created a very reliable and stable
product that generates more and more
accurate data.

Floors
Intruder Alert
In today’s environment, security is always top of mind. For that reason, most healthcare
facilities have gone to electronic access systems, activated by cards, fobs or smartphone
apps. Those systems can accurately tell you that an authenticated employee entered the
building; but they do not tell you that three other people came in with him. FloorX at points
of entry can alert security when more than one person enters on a single authentication.

FloorX passed the industry-required
British spill, 10.000 impact, Surface
flammability and Critical Radiant
Flux tests. The sensors can be installed
under a variety of commercial floor
finishes including, but not limited to,
carpet, wood, vinyl tile and even
epoxy flooring. It is seamless and flat
while its functionality, characteristics
and ease of installation are very like
standard underlayment.

Mats
We partnered with leading manufacturers to embed our technology
into a full range of mats in all kinds of
shapes, patterns and colors for a
variety of applications and industries.
Approved for dry, wet, and slippery
applications and, if required, with
outstanding ergonomic, safety, and
anti-fatigue benefits.

Software
Our advanced algorithms translate
foot traffic and human behavior into
actionable data for near real-time and
historical access to the evolving trends
in physical spaces. The floor system
automatically reports to an easy-touse online dashboard that allows you
to quickly analyze and monitor
behavior anytime, anywhere.
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SMART SENIOR LIVING

Monitor behavior and protect residents at Senior care facilities.

FloorX offers a single, non-invasive, invisible and accurate physical data source that in
combination with our advanced algorithms, analytics and software can be used as a central
data source for smart buildings and spaces.
“Learn more about the patented hardware and world-class analytic software that powers FloorX’s
senior living solutions at www.floorx.com”
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